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Dear Faculty in the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences:

In an effort to increase the visibility of your scholarship, maximize its research impact, and contribute to worldwide accessibility, the UVU Libraries are proud to announce their newest initiative, the Wyoming Scholars Repository (WYSR). WYSR is an open-access institutional repository highlighting scholarship at the University of Wyoming. You can view WYSR at http://repository.uwyo.edu.

Content housed in WYSR consists of a variety of scholarly works, including published articles, associated grey literature, professional grade peer-review electronic journals, and conference platforms with papers.

There are many benefits to having your work archived in the Wyoming Scholars repository:

- **Maximized discoverability:** This platform is optimized for visibility through Google Scholar, and other search engines, resulting in your scholarship being highly visible and easily discoverable by your students and colleagues here at University of Wyoming and by other scholars around the world.
- **Maximized downloads:** Research data that open-access articles are the most frequently viewed, downloaded, and cited publications.
- **Maximize funding requirements for open access:** Archive publications in our institutional repository and make your research publicly available.
- **Promotion kits:** Each full-text article assigned a call that may be easily shared.
- **Usage feedback reports:** Statistics are attached to each article, showing metrics on how often each of your posted documents has been downloaded.

This library is pleased to offer the Wyoming Scholars Repository initiative to highlight scholarship at our university. We plan to add departments within the College of Engineering and Applied Science during the spring 2013 semester to provide further information and assistance.

Please feel free to contact us with any questions.

RDS Librarians:

- Kelly Childs, MLS, PhD
  Scholarly communication Librarian, UW Libraries
  kchild@uwyo.edu
- Lynn explicta, MLS, PhD
  Head, Brinnsmith Science Library
  STEM liaison librarian, UW Libraries
  lynn@uwyo.edu
- Judy Pink, MLS, PhD
  STEM liaison librarian, UW Libraries
  jpink@uwyo.edu
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SINGLE AIRCRAFT INTEGRATION OF REMOTE SENSING AND IN SITU SAMPLING FOR THE STUDY OF CLOUD MICROPHYSICS AND DYNAMICS
In an effort to increase the visibility of our scholarship, enhance our research impact, and contribute to knowledge production, the UW Libraries are pleased to announce a new initiative, the Wyoming Digital Repository. WyDR is an open-source institutional repository, leveraging expertise at the University of Wyoming. You can view WyDR at https://digital.library.uwyo.edu.

The University Libraries support and encourage scholarly openly accessible research, and we would like to let you know about a new repository available on the University of Wyoming’s Digital Repository. The repository is open to all members of the University community, students and faculty. It is a place where you can post your scholarly work for open access. To learn more about the repository, visit https://digital.library.uwyo.edu.

Dear Colleague,

I am writing to let you know about the new repository, the University of Wyoming’s Digital Repository (WyDR). The repository is open to all members of the University community, students and faculty. It is a place where you can post your scholarly work for open access. To learn more about the repository, visit https://digital.library.uwyo.edu.

Sincerely,

Gail Johnson, M.S., M.A.
Institutional Communication Librarian, UW Libraries
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